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3 of 3 review helpful BEST Rock Book By Gail Laubenthal This is the absolute BEST book to use at any time when 
you are learning about rocks or when you are focusing on the properties of matter Making collections encourage 
children to learn more about the world around them This book also makes you think that Spencer s next book might be 
on learning more about bugs I have recommended this book to every teacher and parent As he begins to discover the 
interesting rocks all around him Spenser has many questions about what he finds Given the differences in the rocks 
rsquo colors sizes shapes and textures there is much to learn about rocks But that rsquo s not all the curious child 
learns in this tale of discovery Spenser rsquo s fascination grows as he sorts and re sorts his rock collection and asks 
questions about what he observes For Spenser mdash as well as young readers md About the Author Lawrence 
Lowery taught in the Oakland CA public schools before becoming a professor of science education at the University 
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of California Berkeley He has more than 40 years rsquo experience creating science activities and program 
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